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Following our last interview, I asked Rabbi Binyamin Lubin to take a little more
time from his tight schedule to give me some additional information about other branches
of the Eidah Hachareidis hechsher, and he kindly obliged. I gladly paid the price of the
many phone calls, from within Eretz Yisroel and from aboard, that interrupted the
interview; the almost constant stream of she’eilos and requests for advice and information
are part and parcel of the complex operations of the Eidah and providing a working
backdrop to our discussion.
Rabbi Lubin, previously we dealt with the Eidah Hachareidis hechsher on Tefillin.
What other fields does the Eidah deal with?
I think that one of the most important the Eidah Hachareidis has assumed is the
problem of Shatnez. I don’t think there is any need to elaborate on the severity of the
issur d’Oraisa of Shatnez, but for some reason the public doesn’t always take the issue
seriously enough and doesn’t demand a hechsher on the suits they buy. There are no suit
factories in Israel; all the suits sold in Israel are imported from aboard, where the factory
workers and managers have no awareness of the issue of shatnez.
But the average person doesn’t know that he must have a hechsher on clothes.
This is because they rely on sample checks, which is a major problem. Only last
month, an avreich bought a jacket that was sold with the assurance that it was shatnez
free after sample checks were made on the batch of jackets. The buyer, though, wasn’t
willing to rely on that sample check, and he gave it in to a shatnez laboratory- only to be
told that the jacket had shatnez in it! This shows that the sample checks are pointless,
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because the manufactures often change small details in the jacket- especially on the
inside parts like the shoulder cushions- with out informing anybody.
In what way is the Eidah Hachareidis hechsher better?
In every jacket, about thirty different raw components are potentially shatnez
problems. We check every component and the factory sends us a sample of every kind of
material used. Rabbi Lubin showed me the many files in the archives containing samples
of all the material used in each jacket. They send us everything used in the jacket- even
the metal hooks! – and they are not allowed to change anything in the process of making
the jacket. If we see that anything changed , they lose their hechsher.

Even though you have such a strict hechsher on clothing, do people still rely on
sample checks?
Every few months another story emerges of shatnez found in jackets that were
sample –checked, and these incidents are published in the newspapers. Yet the public
continues to rely on random checks instead of demanding a proper hechsher on their
clothing.
People lock the doors of their homes at night. Have you ever heard anybody say,
“I've made a random check around the house and some of the doors are locked, so there
is no need to check the others”? Yet when it comes to the severe issur Torah of shatnez,
many rely on a check that isn’t accepted in halachah, because the factories constantly
change the components, they use without having to report it to anybody

************************************************************

In order to reinforce the issue that consumers should not rely upon sample-check, the
Eidah Hachareidis upon the request of R’ Eliezer Assouline wrote an official letter (see
below) signed by six Rabbonim from the Eidah Hachareidis.
The Six Rabbonim who signed where as follows:
HoRav HaGaon R’ Moshe Shterbuch Shlita,
HoRav Avrohom Yitzchok Ullman Shlita,
HoRav Yehoshua Rosenberger Shlita,
HoRav Meir Brandsdorfer Shlita,
HoRav Naftoli Frenkal Shlita
HoRav Yakov Mendel Yarovitch Shlita.
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The Gavad HoRav HaGaon R’ Yitzchok Tuviah Weiss Shlita wrote beneath his own
letter stating the severity of the Issur of Shatnez.
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